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Voice Over LEGAL is the essential ebook guide for voice actors and broadcasters to managing their

business and legal issues - with 100+ pages of essential info including: how to structure/incorporate

your business ... write and understand contracts ... ways to get paid ... collect late-pays .... work with

agents ... understand taxes, insurance, unions, Fi-Core, copyrights, celebrity impersonations, libel,

slander, restrictive clauses, liabilities ... plus a GLOSSARY ... SAMPLE CONTRACT and more.Be

smart. Be prepared.Voice Over LEGAL can save you time and money by alerting you to legal and

business issues before you make costly mistakes. Author Robert Sciglimpaglia Jr. is a uniquely

qualified voice actor / actor / attorney who alerts you to issues to deal with now, and to how to cope

with what may arise tomorrow. How can you run your voice over business without Voice Over

LEGAL?Industry praise for Voice Over LEGAL â€¦Pat Fraley, Voice Talent and Trainer ..."This book

is valuable in any number of ways, but two stand out for me. First, you can thumb through it quickly

and note areas to look over immediately or return to later. It is well organized. I love the Question

and Answer sections, which are loaded with useful general information. Second, I believe this is the

first and only book specific to the strange and wonderful world of voice over legal and business

matters. That in itself makes it essential." Marc Cashman, Voice Talent and Coach ..."Robert

concentrates on one of the most incomprehensible and misunderstood aspects of voice over, and

makes it clear and easy to understand. This book is an invaluable way to help you negotiate virtually

any legal questions that pop up."James R. Alburger, VoiceActing Academy Producer, Coach ...

"Robert Sciglimpaglia is one of those rare performers who has an in-depth, working knowledge of

the legal side of the acting world. He is truly a qualified expert on the legal minutia that can get in

the way of a successful voice over or performing career. Listen to what Rob has to say."Bettye

Zoller, Voice Talent and Coach ..."This is an amazing resource for anyone, not only in voice overs,

but also in radio, TV or acting. So much information that would cost many thousands were a person

to hire legal counsel. Rob has added substantially to our resources here." Julie Williams, Voice

Talent and Coach ..."Nowhere in this entire industry have I seen someone with so many diverse

talents. Rob is a competent attorney, experienced voice over talent, and respectable on-camera

actor as well. The perfect go-to guy for any legal or business-related questions you may have about

the entertainment industry."  Deb Munro, Voice Talent and Coach ..."I am sure you will enjoy this

eBook because it was created by someone who is just like you and me, a person everyone can

relate to, an everyday guy, taking on a not-so-everyday industry, in an everyday kind of way, legally!

It is without hesitation that I recommend this eBook." David Goldberg, Edge Studio Producer and

Trainer ..."We are voice over experts, not legal advisors. So we rely on Robert. Robert has helped



our contracts provide safer working relationships with our clients, while ensuring our safety. Legalise

is not for us. Voice over is. Rob is our man."Susan Berkley, Voice Actor and Coach ..."Rob is a

unique combination of successful attorney and actor, both on camera and off. In this

groundbreaking eBook you'll get definitive answers to everything pertaining to your voice over

business from a legal professional who knows our business inside and out. As you grow your voice

over business with Rob's advice you'll never have to worry again about what's "kosher" and what's

not."
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With Voice Over LEGAL, attorney/voice artist Robert Sciglimpaglia has created a clearly written

"go-to" guide designed to help any voice artist move through a variety of legal issues that could be

faced while working independently in the voiceover industry. This is a book in need of being kept

near your recording studio at all times. From starting out in the business to dealing with contracts,

paying taxes, working with performance unions, finding agent representation, and many other

related topics, Voice Over LEGAL contains a wealth of useful information between its covers. It's a



great reference tool.....Don't go without it!

This book is definitely a handy reference guide to have if you are considering a voiceover business.

The language, and contains very practical and helpful advice.

Amazing book by an amazing person-Rob-he started from the ground up in the business, knows

every trick and move-he is an actor and an attorney-when does he have time to sleep? Seriously,

great business advice for every step of the way!Thanks Rob!

This is a wonderful resource for anyone working as an independant voice over artist - taking you

through the many business and legal aspects most of us would consider only as an afterthought.

Just one question ... where's the audio book??

Very easy to understand. So far, all the questions I had about starting my VO business have been

answered.

I just bought the book and I'm very excited for what it has to offer! It's nothing like knowing. Thank

you for sharing your wealth of information!

As someone just getting into the business, I can see that this book will save me hundreds of dollars

and lots of heart ache in the long run. If you are new to voice overs, this is a must have for your

business. If you are a veteran, there may not be a whole lot in here that you don't already know, but

it can still be a great reference for those difficult questions you might have. The contract template

alone is worth the price in my opinion. Highly recommended.

I have the softcover edition on my bookshelf and at the ready. This book would be valuable for any

small business but for the Voice Actor it is indispensable. No jargon or legal double-speak here; just

solid common sense advice tuned to everyday problems of the business. Mr. Sciglimpaglia uses his

years in the industry to present a legal roadmap to keep you out of the gutter and on the path to

success. Filled with real world examples and situations you will face sooner or later it's an

entertaining read. It also serves as a ready reference when questions arise. Highly recommended.
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